Twine Online
Twine Online is your new Office 365 intranet. Twine stands for interweaving important information into an easy-to-use Office 365 digital workplace. Twine is
transparent, easy-to-use, interconnected and extensible to your needs. It delivers
an intuitive navigation for intranet pages, news, documents, organization
and collaboration. Twine is multilingual, social and responsive. It builds on the Microsoft Graph providing powerful content, workspace and people dashboards.
Twine integrates with Delve, OneDrive, Groups, the Planner, O365 Video and Microsoft Teams. Twine can be used as a ready-to-go intranet, but also as a base
for a complex and large scale enterprise Office 365 social intranet.
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Favorites

Twine provides an intuitive navigation
interface optimized
for simplicity. It
uses a fly-out and
card navigation
and facets for drilldown.

Twine builds on
the Microsoft Graph
and interweaves
content from One
Drive, Groups,
Teams, the Planner,
Office Video and
itsystems Condense
News APP.

Twine provide content
and people search.
Preconfigured and
extensible facets for
filtering and findon-type for quick content access.

Twine allows to
tag pages, news and
documents as favo
rites and have them
aggregated at a
central location.

FOR CONTENT MANAGERS
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Twine comes with
attractive templates
for the lading page,
pages and news.
Templates are extensible to your
corporate identity.

Twine allows to
attach content
streams to pages.
In seconds, documents, pages, pic
tures, links and
videos are attached
to a given page.

Twine is multilingual.
Provide intranet
content in several
languages such
as English, German,
French, Italian
and Spanish.

Twine provides and
is optimized for a
responsive interface
for desktop, tablet
and mobile. Information is available regardless of location
or device.
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Extensible
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Twine provides a
comprehensive provisioning framework allowing to build
an information architecture based on
your corporations’
blueprint.

Twine can be used
as is, but also be
used as the core of
your custom Office
365 intranet. With
extensibility in mind,
it’s the perfect kickstart for your enterprise social intranet.

Twine heals it-self.
It adds predictability
to your cloud intranet by adopting to
Office 365 changes.
This safeguards your
Office 365 cloud
intranet investment.

